Press Release – For immediate release
17th September 2012
Alix Capital launches six new investable alternative UCITS indices
Alix Capital, the Geneva-based provider of the UCITS Alternatives Index family of indices, today announces the
launch of six new single strategy UAIX indices, expanding its range to 11. The UAIX indices are constructed following
a proprietary systematic model developed by Alix Capital with the aim of outperforming the respective UCITS
Alternative Index benchmark.
The new indices are as follows:
 UAIX Emerging Markets
 UAIX Event Driven
 UAIX Equity Market Neutral
 UAIX FX
 UAIX Macro
 UAIX Multi-Strategy
The UAIX indices comprise six to 15 UCITS hedge funds selected from the UCITS alternatives hedge fund universe
using Alix Capital’s proprietary model, and are rebalanced quarterly. In order to be included, constituent funds have
to be part of the UCITS Alternative Index broad universe, have at least EUR 30 million in assets under management
and be open to new investments. UAIX indices are built using a UCITS compliant methodology, are investable and
offer weekly pricing.
The UAIX indices may be licensed by financial institutions for the creation of index based financial products. Based
on a proprietary proven methodology, the UAIX indices provide a cost effective and liquid solution for diversified
and optimal exposure to regulated hedge funds.
Louis Zanolin, CEO, Alix Capital says: “The launch of the new UAIX indices enhances the existing offering of strategy
specific replicable indices that aim to outperform the benchmark. We continue to expand our network of third party
financial product providers in order to develop investment solutions which meet investor appetite for alternative
UCITS products. These indices will allow investors to gain exposure to a variety of alternative strategies through our
proven proprietary construction methodology.”
A license is required from Alix Capital for any product linked to, or based on, the UAIX indices.
Additional information on the performance and methodology of the UAIX Indices is available on www.ucitsalternative.com.
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About UCITS Alternative Index

With over 859 constituent funds as of August 2012 totaling EUR 134 billion assets under management, the UCITS
Alternative Index series are the industry’s leading benchmarks for the UCITS hedge funds universe. The UCITS
Alternative Index family is currently composed of 24 different benchmarks tracking the returns of both global and
strategy specific UCITS hedge funds. The performance of the various Alix Capital is the exclusive index provider of
UCITS Alternative Indices. UCITS Alternative Index is a registered trademark.
About Alix Capital

Alix Capital is a Geneva-based investment company specialising in alternative investments. Founded by a team of
experienced alternative investment specialists, Alix Capital provides research and advisory services to the
institutional investor community in the field of absolute return investing. The Company is responsible for the
calculation, licensing, branding and marketing of the UCITS Alternative Indices. www.ucits-alternative.com.
DISCLAIMER. This Press Release is published for information only and shall not constitute investment advice. This Press Release is not intended for solicitation
purposes but only for use as general information. All descriptions, examples and calculations contained in this Press Release are for illustrative purposes only. Past
performance is not indicative of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance. Alix Capital has
selected the best source of information when drafting this document. However, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or actuality of the information contained
therein cannot be guaranteed, and Alix Capital does not accept any liability for any loss arising from the use thereof. Opinions and estimates reflect a judgment at
original date of Press Release and are subject to change without notice. The value and income of any financial instruments mentioned in this document can fa ll as well
as rise. Foreign currencies denominated financial instruments are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value,
price or income of such financial instruments. Investment funds may not achieve their investment objectives.
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